NOTE

1) Fill gap between Watermann and structure with expandable grout (standard 8" orifice to be cored in bottom of outlet structure for Watermann to be installed through (if dewatering orifice is =or<6").
2) 48" perforated pipe extends to height of water quality volume.
3) Bolt full round to structure where contact occurs.
NOTE
1) Fill gap between Watermann and structure with expandable grout
   (standard 8" orifice to be cored in bottom of outlet structure for Watermann to
   be installed through (if dewatering orifice is =or<6")).
2) 48" perforated pipe extends to height of water quality volume.
3) Bolt full round to structure where contact occurs.
NOTE
1) Fill gap between Watermann and structure with expandable grout (standard 8" orifice to be cored in bottom of outlet structure for Watermann to be installed through (if dewatering orifice is =or<6")).
2) 48" perforated pipe extends to height of water quality volume.
3) Bolt full round to structure where contact occurs.
NOTE

1) Fill gap between Watermann and structure with expandable grout (standard 8” orifice to be cored in bottom of outlet structure for Watermann to be installed through (if dewatering orifice is =o<6”)).

2) 48” perforated pipe extends to height of water quality volume.

3) Bolt full round to structure where contact occurs.

THE WATERMANN
STORMWATER Dewatering Device
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Patent # D499,166
NOTE

1) Fill gap between Watermann and structure with expandable grout (standard 8" orifice to be cored in bottom of outlet structure for Watermann to be installed through (if dewatering orifice is =or<6")).

2) 48" perforated pipe extends to height of water quality volume.

3) Bolt full round to structure where contact occurs.

THE WATERMANN
STORMWATER DEWATERING DEVICE
www.watermannedvice.com
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Patent # D499,166
NOTE
1) Fill gap between Watermann and structure with expandable grout
   (standard 8" orifice to be cored in bottom of outlet structure for Watermann to
   be installed through (if dewatering orifice is =or<6").
2) 48" perforated pipe extends to height of water quality volume.
3) Bolt full round to structure where contact occurs.
NOTE
1) Fill gap between Watermann and structure with expandable grout (standard 8" orifice to be cored in bottom of outlet structure for Watermann to be installed through (if dewatering orifice is = or < 6"')).
2) 48" perforated pipe extends to height of water quality volume.
3) Bolt full round to structure where contact occurs.

THE WATERMANN STORMWATER DEWATERING DEVICE
www.watermannndevice.com
1875 Old Alabama Road Suite 1310 Roswell, GA 30076
Phone: (706) 549-1452 Fax: (770) 552-1840
Patent # D499,166

WATERMANN - W/ Micropool and Gate Valve

PROJECT:

DRAWING # WWQ-2529 DRAWN BY: LWW DATE:
NOTE
1) Fill gap between Watermann and structure with expandable grout
   (standard 8" orifice to be cored in bottom of outlet structure for Watermann to
   be installed through (if dewatering orifice is = or < 6")).
2) 48" perforated pipe extends to height of water quality volume.
3) Bolt full round to structure where contact occurs.

Expandable aluminum trash rack for added protection/safety

8" cored orifice

48" CAP Perforated

WQv - ED Elevation

THE WATERMANN™
(Patented Device)
NOTE
1) Fill gap between Watermann and structure with expandable grout (standard 8" orifice to be cored in bottom of outlet structure for Watermann to be installed through (if dewatering orifice is =or<6"))
2) 48" perforated pipe extends to height of water quality volume.
3) Bolt full round to structure where contact occurs.
NOTE
1) Fill gap between Watermann and structure with expandable grout (standard 8" orifice to be cored in bottom of outlet structure for Watermann to be installed through (if dewatering orifice is =or<6").
2) 48" perforated pipe extends to height of water quality volume.
3) Bolt full round to structure where contact occurs.
NOTE
1) Fill gap between Watermann and structure with expandable grout (standard 8" orifice to be cored in bottom of outlet structure for Watermann to be installed through (if dewatering orifice is =or<6").
2) 48" perforated pipe extends to height of water quality volume.
3) Bolt full round to structure where contact occurs.
**Watermann Water Quality Device/System**  
First 1.2" Rainfall (First Flush)

NOTE
1) Fill gap between Watermann and structure with expandable grout (standard 8" orifice to be cored in bottom of outlet structure for Watermann to be installed through (if dewatering orifice is =or<6").
2) 48" perforated pipe extends to height of water quality volume.
3) Bolt full round to structure where contact occurs.